
IBC SpillSaver

IBC SpillSaver®: Effortless Containment for Hassle-Free Operations

Introducing IBC SpillSaver®, a tailor-made solution to eliminate unnecessary spillage during IBC or oil
drum filling processes. This innovative funnel is not only designed to optimize efficiency but also serves as
a reliable tool for managing oil filters and smaller containers, preventing runoff and ensuring a cleaner
workspace.

Key Features:

Material Durability: Crafted from 100% polyethylene, IBC SpillSaver® boasts exceptional resistance to acids,
chemicals, and oils. This robust construction ensures longevity and reliability, making it an ideal choice for
various industrial applications.

Perfect for Waste Oil Collection: The ingenious design of IBC SpillSaver® makes it particularly effective for
collecting waste oil, providing a hassle-free solution for businesses dealing with oil disposal. Its functionality
extends to maintaining a clean and eco-friendly working environment.

Secure Fit on Standard IBC Containers: The funnel is engineered to stand securely on all standard 1000L IBC
containers. Included strap fasteners guarantee a stable attachment, preventing accidental spills and contributing
to a safer working environment.

Built-In Strainer for Loss Prevention: Equipped with a built-in strainer, IBC SpillSaver® ensures that no
valuable materials are lost during the filling process. This feature adds an extra layer of efficiency and cost-
effectiveness to your operations.



Product Specifications:

Dimensions: 1207 x 1107 x 250 mm

Weight: 10 kgs

Optional Accessories:

1. Lid for Outdoor Use: Optimize the functionality of IBC SpillSaver® for outdoor applications with the
optional lid. This accessory provides protection against external elements, ensuring that your containment
process remains effective in various environmental conditions.

2. PVC Bottom Plug to Reduce Evaporation: Enhance the conservation of liquids by incorporating the
optional PVC bottom plug. This addition minimizes evaporation, preserving valuable substances and optimizing
the efficiency of your containment system.

Please note that the IBC container is not included.

Choose IBC SpillSaver® for a seamless and reliable solution to spillage concerns. Upgrade your containment
processes and experience the convenience of a purpose-built funnel designed to meet the demands of modern
industrial environments.
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